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E-RAU gets the low-down, on ho-downs!! If you can't "get down" - just stop 
to snap your fingers!! 
I've got everything & everybody We couldn't get enough pictures of Jack and Vaughn! They could get enough beer!! 
I OUTDOOR BLUEGRASS CONCERT I Country-time at E-RAU hit with a giant 
twang! The sounds of Sunshine ~ l i e ~ r a s s  
Boys, The Bluegrass Pardners and Red & 
Murphy & Company made this afternoon 
session a time of basic knee-slapping, hand 
clapping and foot stomping. Beer flowed, the 
sun blazed and Daytona Beach Community 
College, Embry-Riddle and WELE Radio gave 
the students and community a great day of 
country! 
Cruisin' on green grass - listenin' to Blue 
Crass - Mellow Day!! 
OCTOBERFEST - BRINGS OUT THE 
GERMAN "SPIRJTS" IN US. 
Your SGA provided a unique and 
lively evening drunk October 20 with 
an evening concert featuring the 
"Hungry Six" a real German Oom, 
Pah, Pah, Band. To say the least - 
everyone was busy singing and 
drinking - to say the most - most of 
those attending were totatty 
mellowed out by evening's end. I 
Being German - at Octoberfest - 
can be a wild and crazy experience! You would not have BELIEVED how much beer was consumed? 
rn 
The band provided fiw 
performers a "fun time' 
,..ds - though snme "thildre~ 
NaQomp Pah P 'or I !! 
Eye an the cue ball - plenty of 
english in Paul Guerny's game. 
He was riding tall in the saddle till his 
blister broke . . . old joke - sarw - 
but it fits, now, doesn't it?! 
IF YOU EVER 1 HOUGHT THIS PLACE WAS STRANGE - THD HALL(1WEEPIS 
FESTNCTIES REAFFIRMED YOUR SLJSPICtONS. THINGSTHAT GO BlJW IN THE 
This mild-mannered monster took 
one too many ptqs - now he gets a 
maad desire to stick Ms head under This me'les $io will be feat,ud cm t k  fim 
water - instead of in the air - editign d the new G a q ~  !%wv! Hey, ChckkZI 
Notice that he IS WAITING fo;~ the chu&ie,Ch&ie 
- 
. . ., Brothers of the Wind Presic.,,,, 
3. THE MAN. T H ~ :  MA- SON FOR ERAlJ'S 
', TR1BUTE . . . GEM. I&: DAN1EL "CWAf)PILt' 
IAMf S. 
- I 
TRIBUTE C 
rd V. Moore leaa 
i ,  .. -4 & - 7  
,-+i.- :{?;" . <::.-. r - .;2. + >. .g&F "r;. 
:); 
a tcuk inrpitim -rial $d-ike; . - . 
amnited by tha Brgthw of thebWind, General' '- 
- 7g~aniei wChrppie" kmesl ,JE+ the f S r ~  b l ~ k . f o g i  :A * 
St?? -ria1 in U.S. history, was h m d  thin 
_.  
- h 
MIP, j s m ,  the wife of 
James 0. Plintan, jr, . 
t, Eastern AIP Unm Mr. 
KPPly, M a p r ,  Dayton6 Beach. 
nded, the *miceiNaran 
akin ta the 'man who was 
i~spiration - General '"Chappie"' James, Jr. 
\.,,.> L ) t  \ I <  adets Dreo -
And now chlldren -we're going to h w  you how to 
make a . . . Slow Gin Fizz!! 
I '  
Santie Ciaus can't please all the kid- 
dies - dl the time. 
ianta g-~ Air MALE at E-RAU Christmas time is a time for festim songs - We will now si& '"99-bttles of Beer on the WaH!" 
I 
CHRISTMAS PARTY - 7 8  
SwiwwSlere in this picture jack 
Hunt is hiding - find him - 
then, let us know what you were 
on! O.K.? 
Actually, this Christmas provided E-RAU stu- 
dents with the 2nd Annual Christmas Party. 
Bethune-Cookman College's Choir and Daytuna 
Beach Community College's choral group pro- 
vided the main musical moments, Special note, 
however, should be made to the infamous 
Dorm group who sang their little sore lungs out 
in original renditions of favorite holiday tunes. 
Santi Claur needed more fat, but he was jolty 
and everyone present felt the spirit of the hdi- 
days, no matter what the religious persuasion. 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!! 
THE ANNUAL ERAU 
DORM 
PIG ROAST 
This event features a sacrificed sow 
(or two), people "pigging out" and 
WERU wailing. Great Day for every- 
one except Porkie! 
This little porker nevef got away! He is indeed - "out-to-lunch?" 
Pigging out at the Pig Roast . . , and AEI the Kins'g's men couldn't put pimi@ t o m  again! 
: f 
This is a real class-act picture. Two 
old ~ ieces  of ~ o r k  - and sur~rise - Thic pig got the point fnr the honofit nf  all! 
Sunshine day brings lay back looks - 
happy glows as we listen to the mel- 
low. 
This act is so funky that we can't stand our- 
selves. Whoooc~! Get down, low? 
SPRING 
Oh, You can call me Johnson or you can call me 
Keith, or you can caH me K or you can call me W or 
you can call me KWor you can call me KWJ or you 
can call me KWjdtnxln, but don't call me a recl 
head -because my hair is ORANGE. 
FLING 
By the aime the cmnedlarr hit the mm Icrf 
us had melawed acl~wlws .s faat rlW= 
graund - maintaining permanent eye-glwe 
and k k  d cabent speech. 
d beat of the day and the music: Only lblem i !  
lours earlier - these people are STONEt)!! 
Pyro Gyro, voted "most promising group"; Bobby Kelton - comedian, and Delbert McClinton "King of Texas Rock" 
brought such excellent music and fun to this year's continually beer-laden concert that everyone was getting off on the day 
and I'm sure -were getting off that night. You know what I mean, say no more, say no more. Wink, Wink, nudge, nudge! 
'Vhat a uniquely great day at E-RAl' 
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MATH AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENTS 
COLLINS, JAN ' 
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CLARK, )O ANN 
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BROWN, ROBERT 
t 
DUNMIRE, ROBERT 
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I 
HEATH, LL ROY 
HI@MANPOUR, IRA) PALMER, ELLIOTT PERRY, JOANNE 
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SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENT 
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DEISSLER, KENNETH 
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PROSSER, LARRY 
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WANG, MlNG HSlEN 
AERONAUTICAL SCIENCE D EPARTMENT 
GARRETT, EDWARD 
BLACKWELL, BISHOP 
I 
HEINZER, THOMAS 
CONNOLLY, THOMAS 
KLUGA, N. R. 
DIGIROLOMO, ANTON 
1 AERONAUTICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
KUMPM, LESLIE 
R!CHARPSON, CHARLES 
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DEPARTMENT 
GRIFFI I H, RANDY 
PRETTYMAN, WALT 
KLAUSKY. IOSEPH , . 
WICKARD, WALTER L. 
E-RAU'S FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS 
COREY, BOB 
CHRISTISON, SANDY 
:,- 
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E-RAU FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS 
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FLANAGAN, GEORGE 
DE GROOTE, STEVEN 
-'- 
FKANCOIS, ROGER 
I 
DUEMLING, GARY 
FETSKO, M A R K  
E-RAU FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS 
HALL, GARY 
HANSEN, BRIAN 
I 
iNIETTI, MARY 
MOORE, MIKE 
d 
E-RAU FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS 
A 
MOLZON, RICHARD 
POWE, MARK 
SHELP' 'RN, KEITH 
NELSON, RICK 
PATA, ROBERT 
WIGGINS, MIK 
E-RAU FLIGHT STANDARDS 
BURNAL, R U D Y  
LA FRINERE, MICHAEL 
MURRY, MICHAEL 
ADVANCED FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS 
r - 
I 
I 
r 
i 
HOPEWELL, RICK 
GAETANIELLO, TOM 
ALONZO, D O N  
LACY, KEVIN 
GREENWAY, ROBERT 
ADSIT, GUY 
MANFREDI, FRANZ 
HINTZE, CHARLES 
KONSTANTINIOUS, KONS 
E-RAU ADVANCED FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS 
- -- 
O'MALLEY, MIKE 
RAMSEY, S1,UART 
KENNY, ROGER 
OUSSATY, NANCY 
POMROY, JAMES 
SPURRIER, PAUL (FLIGHT 
STANDARDS) 
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SOCCER - YOU TOO CAN WORK YOURSELF INTO A TOTAL BALL 
OF SWEAT FOR THREE LOUSY POINTS. . . GREAT GOING TEAM!! 
The pace continues, as two layers troth seize 
the apportunity to kick the ! all- next film 
frame shows two players - no ball - lack of 
cor#ciousness. 
Lack of balance, it would seem ... .his player's basic problem --bud i l  lyre :bows 
stamina as he wipes his face in the dust just to get to the ball!! . :A!&,,& 
I 
This is the ol' one two step in Sac~er. One - ltaap 
up in mid-air and whack the dwlt out of your 
brain -and while in mid-air - ?m-- mperimce 
the new pain of cleated Soccer shoes whamming 
into your hind side. All for the luve d Soccer. 
EMBRY-RIDDLE'S 
VARSITY SOCCER 
'TEAM 
1978-79 SEASON 
This international team has brought the qualities of all of their 
country's soccer style to the Embry-Riddle field of battle. Their efforts 
were rewarded with a fairly good season and good representation for 
this University to the community of University Varsity Soccer play. 
The fellow on the left is  a member of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
and is demonstrating his hidden space-age flight belt. The only problem for him i s  that the 
last time this team member was seen he was somewhere over Alburquerque. As for the rest . I 
of the Eagles -even their internationally flavored maneuvers are being thwarted by a sexy- 
legged Goalie - who will be featured in the next issue of Playgirl. 
When it's time to relax - king  out 
the k r  and S T W  THE PLAY! 
GOLFING SEASON 1978-79. 
q AT EMBRY-RIDDLE 
These golfers exhibit the sure sign of golfing success, bent 
shoulders, bent head, befit feet and bent out of shape if 
they don't hit the ball -after all that bending. 
Well, I bought all the right clothes - but can I The man on the left is  exhibiting the trick over the right shoulder shot, the guy in 
hit the ball? I'm sure going to try! the middle has no class, and the one on the right doesn't know which end is  up. 
Though we kid about the varibur varsity sports at this 
campus - this year's Golfing Team did ccksi&t&fy e t t e r  
for the university in all their cmltests and should k 
commended on their outstandifig sports achidvernentii. 
Good Going, Golfers! 
GREAT IMPROVEMENT IS 
SEEN IN THIS YEAR'S 
GOLF TEAM 
EIPlbry-Riddle's Go# Team showed great improvemrrt in their pu?tlw, iron and 
woods game as they faced each new collegiate competitsr. For a s c h l  that 
sees fit to prouide very little enfhwiastjc side-ltrre suppart, aur varsity Golf Team 
has represented this Universiay well, and for the f i rd time in the team's history, 
was able to get a 302 team wore, the lowest in the history d E-WU"s team im cme 
of their many season's games. We of the Phoenix staff saluteyaarr spirit. May you 
always make the green and may you never find the sand! 
This is the E-RAU bulf  tear^. Take .I luon, most of yotu ururl r even know we had one! 
Singkt@y takes his tiwe arrpd s k h  
the lie af the b i e h  tryir#dD 
to min the h P  
What we have here i s  your rather fun and kinky Wesson Oi l  Party. 
I 
These guys had so much fun playing the Twister Parlor game that they &deed ta kmk t 
. permanently - notice how excited everyone is. Everyone lwes Twisted! 
I. . 
." 
The next picture on the film roll saw this 
athlete eating dirt. 
This irresistible force will soon be hitting this 
immovable object and the result will be a new 
form of non-objective art - with the 
consistency of mush, Great Sport, FOOTBALL 
The brothers of Brothers of the Wind will soon 
be Brothers in the dirt! 
BASEBALL SEASON 1978-79 1 
What we have here are six grown men playing stick-ball, But in their eyes - this 
is a powerful game of strength, precision, luck -and team work! i 
This is  the Egyptian Cod - Bendtoo- 
much - who is  said to have died I 
The story has it that when Rip Van Winkle woke up he realized that k had to play in the E-RAU Varsity %)a&lS S a m .  Little did \r 
know that while he had h e n  sleeping, had the team - M, the game was called on account of sluggish hitting. Ssnpl -h don't 6 
Ripped because of this news - do you hear, Winkle! 
m 
This man can disco, jump over rocks 
and may passibty catch this $911 in his 
glo* -- all at the s a w  time. BASEBALL SEASON - A t  
EMBRY-RIDDLE 
This is the brother to the Egyptian god on the 
left - this is BITEMYLIPOFF, and he is waiting 
for someone to bend him back in shape. 
! You can, see ~ r w t  the fans at tt~t.,e games ,"st g~ wild as this \ / U W ~ I ,  ,,,u,, ,J~S his 
1 entire system -every sinew into his play - I hope to God he hit the ball! 
CL UBS 
FRA 
- U, A r m  
i : l , : : l ;  ii'.i [ . , , !,,: ;! ' iri', I. l i t '  ,- . 
SIGMA C 
Out Sweetheart Cheryl and Don 
MEMBERS 
tarry Ammirata 
Dave Biddiscombe 
Steve Boyd 
Mike Clohisy 
Ron Delle Donne 
Scott Ekey 
Jamie Javurek 
Paul Jensen 
Jim Jocel 
Mike Mat hewson 
Don Miller 
Tom Moore 
Brad Nunn 
William Oehman 
Jeff Oltman 
Mike Pelosi 
Mike Plapp 
Scott Reiter 
Mike Ruganis 
Wolfgang Schuster 
Dave Stuart 
Jim Vittetow 
Glenn White 
Gary White 
John Wrightington 
George Zimmer 
F&pzB 
r resident 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
OFFICERS 
Pete Eggler 
Bill Palmer 
Berrae Meixsell 
Frank Bloomer 
Reunion at the White Rose Just a little more 
Blood Drive 
I 
SPRING PLEDGES '79' - 
Ted Branscornbe 
Greg Chase 
Lynn Hall 
Chris Holloway 
Gary Homanick 
Jay Marjanian 
Mark Milham 
Bill Mitchell 
Joe Mullarney 
Paul St. Amant 
Danny Schult 
Gary Towers 
Bill Wrobel 
Dave Zabilansky 
Let's Party! Going for the Gusto 
ti-' 
Congratulations, New Pledges 
ALPHA ETA RHO PLEDGES Tom Chapman 
Earl Bradford 
Neil McWilliams 
Greg Bergman 
Robert Sturdevant 
Kevin Willians 
Daniel Michuc 
Martin Monteiro 
Tom Stone 
Chathey Wilkins 
Anna Marie Fadden 
Terrell Thomas 
Erine Jones 
Maurice Vanderhan 
MEMBERS 
THE NEW BREED OF PILOTS 
I A TOAST TO THE NEW PLEDGES 
SPRING TRIMESTER 
OFFICERS 
President Gail Twrowk 
Vice President Cheryl EaShoway 
Treasurer James Zurales 
Parliamentarian Sandy Markman 
Pledgemaster Dave Henshey 
Historian Keith K01lai.k 
Alumni Secretary Tom Ridky 
- 
John Baker 
Don Bozzo 
Lorene Brown 
Jack Chernow 
Vince Crow 
Jerome Diehl 
John Engberg 
Randy Feldt 
Joe Filebark 
Cheryl Galloway 
Phil Gibson 
Dave Gordon 
Steve Henshey 
Sandy Markman 
Allan Matzek 
Tom McDonald 
Tom Ridley 
Steve Rothstein 
Linda Tanner 
Gail Twore(< 
Craig Sabatke 
Dave Waldman 
Don Eick 
Debbie Kitzmiller 
Ray Sofranko 
James Zurales 
Paul Erling 
DELTA CHI 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Alumni Secretary 
Sgt. At Arms 
OFFICERS: FALL 1978 
Tom Reres 
Charlie Johnson 
Don Seavey 
Peter Bix 
Bob Harris 
Chuck Stroup 
The Gang 
OFFICERS: Sl%Iffi 
President paw ~t 
Vice WrfiW K W  M i ~ t u x ~  
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Alumni Board of Trustees. .>, 
GregNelli 4 
Mark Eetsko - .l 
Wally Tiedemmn . I "  
."t' 8 ,A 
Ed Fusco 
-.. -- . 5:% 
_ Rick . LaMontagne -* -a,-),. . . , r 2 . ~ ]  
- 
* 
. - ( 1 
,-1. % 
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MEMBERS 
Peter Axelsen 
Lee Clements 
Kevin Corbin 
Peter Denucci 
Kevin Doherty 
Fred Drake 
Mike Dregalla 
Dan Erdman 
Dave Gallager 
Bill Goebel 
Scott Granger 
Lou Harley 
Brett Lane 
Tom Lavrisa 
Steve Lee 
Charles Mathews 
Karl Marusack 
Rocky Monte 
Ken Muztafago 
Dave Paladino 
Barry Sheldon 
Steve Rice 
Barry Sheldon 
Jim Wait 
Paul White 
Paul Workman 
Wade Young 
Ed White 
Jean Beltm 
Terry klh 
Berta m h a r d t  
Lynn t 3 w k h  
Sisters 
OMICRON DELTA 
KAPPA 
President Craig Sabatke, Gustano Ordonez 
Secretary William Palmer 
Faculty Secretary Dr. John Wheeler 
a,, 
VETS 
OFFICERS 
President Alvin Brown 
Vice-Pres. Greg Huggins 
Treasurer Dennis Henderson 
Secretary Jeff Hendricks 
MEMBERS 
Cdssancjrd A1cxdncjt.r 
Kr.~th Al5ton 
Konalil Uobc t. 
IIdryI Hrcwln 
Tr'rry 13 rv~~1n  
A l v ~ n  Hro\% n 
Cdrlton R r o ~ ~ n  
Ilonavan Cush~nc 
t3rydn I l av~s  
Eleanor [ l d ~  1s 
Howard C r ~ t t ~ n  
I l c n n ~ s  Hr.nilcrson 
Jrt tery Hr>nclr~c kb 
Jcrry Hr>nry 
Crcg Hugg~ns 
E~e lyn  Johnson 
Lawcrcni c Lconarcj 
Kr.~th M d n n ~ n g  
Kathy Mason 
Jerome Mi l)ondl(j 
lame5 rMocjt>stt> 
P C '\lot,le 
Mark P h ~ l l ~ p s  
N a t a l ~ t  Sykes 
C l~n ton  Wcc.kes 
Kcn W~lijr.r 
Zan Wllllarn5 
Maur~cc  W1ll1arn5on 
Edward Gask~n 
C l~ve  Crcvn 
M~chac l  Mi Cray 
Anthony Av~ngton 
Thomas Carter 
We entered Embry-Riddle 
with determination to accomplish 
and endure the right for recognition, 
we searched endless days for notification, 
we wanted unity in the form of an organization. 
We're a group of men and women with one 
common 
aim in sight, we're the "brothers of the wind", 
our aims and purpose as you see 
i s  to encourage others to join the aerospace 
society. 
We aim to help those in need 
and better ourselves by doing the deed, 
each member we hope will be a better 
person by being a part of this organization. 
Our wings are spread we take to flight, 
like an eagle who soars through the 
heavy winds of the night, to encourage 
others to continue to strive in bettering 
themselves and obtaining self pride. 
BROTHERS 
Steve Tedrow 
Jack Kelch 
Rick Pinar 
Pat Hasset 
Val Escobar 
Ali Escandry 
Luis Izaguirre 
Rich Garber 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA a L 
OFFICERS 
President, Doug Baston 
V. President, Bill Prescott 
Treasurer, H isao Miwa 
Secretary, Pete Coulon 
Ritualist, Phil Metz 
Social Dir., Steve Bell 
Alumni Affairs, Ken Kluttz 
Scholarship, Tim Nares 
Alumni Pres., Clay Owens 
MEMBERS 
Janet Aiken 
Kitty Blaisdell 
Mike Burkly 
Dale Faust 
Rick French S Eric Gibson 
Bob Graham 0 Keith Kollarik 
Ernie Liberatore 
Bob Martin 
Al Matrek I John Mazur 
Hugh McDermott 
Dennis Mitchell 
HeImutReda T John Renkas 
Tim Robinson y Randy Russell 
Hal Scripka 
Russ Severino 
Mike Tucker 
Dan Woodward 
Arnold Air Society, Gill Robb Wilson Sq. Members 
lb  
Spring '79 Pledge Class- Robby's Pledges 
Pledges & members "get'n-it-on" at the car 
wash. 
PLEDGES 
leff Barath 
Dave Crabtree 
Dave Hysong 
Margret Maslowski 
jeff Post 
Scott Restivo 
Jeff Sicard 
A.A.S. ADVISORS 
Captain Richard Merlin 
Dr. Milton Howitz (Auxiliary) Commander Al Matzer Of f i -  
cially Opening a Meeting 

CLUB 
Annie - you've come a long way - 
doing so much for so little but 
where'd you go! Did we scare you 
off? 
*Yq 
->- 
- 
This lady is  smiling because the Phoenix can't find her - she is out to lunch for the week- 11 end!! 
PHOENIX 
OK -You staffers - now that I'm in b control - let's get this book finished 
. . . Hey, where'd everybody go? 
PHOENIX STAFF 
Editor Michael 10th 
Assistant Editor Michael Simmons 
Underclassmen Editor 
Anna Marie Fadden 
Faculty Editor Keith Gordon 
Photography Staff 
Mike Sturges 
Mike 10th 
Scott Bowman 
Earl Bradford 
Chuck Henry 
Faculty Advisor Eric Gruber 
Technical Advisor and Typist 
Jeanie Snyder 
Avion-Phoenix 
Secretary 
This man is  the terror of the 25 mph zone! And i s  a pretty nice guy - even though he's from 
Connecticut -hut we won't hold that against you Mike! 11 
I THE PHOENIX YEARBOOK '79 
i. This has been quite a year - with people coming and going and coming and going and phew! i t  got pretty hairy some times 
when deadlines hit and we weren't quite- that's a nice way to put i t  - we weren't quite ready for the deadlines. Chuck 
. i started with some good ideas - but then again so did the others who warned to help and there were lots of words bur few actions. But the staff grew - at one point there were some 21 volunteers who showed up for the Phoenix meetings. Mike 
Simmons - even with all the hassles from the hecklers came through and helped put much of the beginning work into 
finished form. For such a new person he really hustled for us. Chuck kept taking photos, and so did Mike and Scott and 
, Brian and gosh knows how many other Canon toting "experts" who came and went and flashed the staff their 
, I "professional" photo notebooks. We do, sincerely, thank all for helping - no matter how short-lived your stay. Back at the 
old Phoenix office, Mike needed help and found it time and time again from Mike Toth -who, following a middle of the 
, I  trimester election - became the new Editor of the Phoenix for the Spring Trimester. With the aid of the staff who stayed 
I "  here - many times - most of the night, a good looking Phoenix Yearbook has been designed and sent in on time. Thanks 
must also be given to Marvin Meyer, Taylor Publishing Company's representative for ALL his help and to Eric Gruber and 
lean Snyder for their support. But most of all the Phoenix Yearbook would not have been finished if it were not for the 1 eNhusiastic staff who continually supported and worked for FREE. 
I The Administratior are told - this grol *qId th-se reporters that the Jack Hunt World story was too hot to handle and to sit on i t  for a while. To do as we s dc 3 JUST THAT!! 
I 
t Why are most or tnese people smiling - because they just got goosea! ~ n d  wny are the Jeff works at typin by the hunr and 1 guys on the end so somber - they were standing in the Jungle Cruise line at the time of the peck method - e hunts for the 
1 goose! typewriter and uses his nose to p e k  
I 90 out hisstory! 
1; 
It took 20 years - 4 in the service, marriage, 
thousands of dollars in debt and close to grad- 
uating - he learned to cut and paste. I 
THE AVION 
STAFF 
Much can be said about each and every member of 
this infamous lot of perverse individuals- their 
ways are the ways of all budding journalists - 
trying to see how wild and crazy they can stay 
every hour of every day and st i l l  get out an "award- 
winning" newspaper to this university's student 
body every flipping week. 
At the helm this fall and spring was Keith Kollarik, 
Jeff Barrow, Ed Milner, Marty Monteiro, KW 
Johnson, Joe McEvoy, Chuck Henry, Rick Ardt, 
jimmy Blinker, Dennis Mitchell, Joe Armetta, Dan 
Mihuc, joe Rossi, Wes Oleszewski, Shawn 
Meagher, John Bean, Joe Rossi, Mike Sturges, and 
others. 
To say the least their secretary - (recently deflated 
to a more fashionable clothes size) -Jeanie 
Snyder - was never bored and always busy telling 
KW to stop bugging her, and for West to go away 
and for Keith to come in and for the staff to think 
pay increase. Marleau Adams also played a unique 
part in the Avion -he is  our advisor - and we 
thank him for all his advice. 
We at the Avion Staff want to thank all of the 
student body and the administration's support in 
1) reading the paper and reacting to it and 2) for 
not trying to interfere in the freedom of the press. 
FLASH: More on Jack Hunt World this summer - 
for all you folks who love to spend money - have 
we got a park for you!!! 
And we st i l l  want a recall -the Avion has reason 
to believe that Klyde Morris should have won this 
year's SGA elections. He was the popular 
candidate (the only other candidate to get his act 
together). Sorry about that, Dave! 
Now, this looks like a pretty innocent guy- ready I 
to help write reat articles for the AVION. He's 
really a craze c f  soul brother -the only E-RAU 
student to attend E-RAU Sex Seminar. I 
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FALL TRIMESTER OFFICERS 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
MEMBERS Kim Clark 
Pat Wilkinson 
Greg Holst 
Gwen Holkeboer 
Gene A k l  
Randy Alexander 
Ron Armyo 
Helen h r r  
C')en,is Barta 
Steven Galder 
Akh Chwald-r 
b n d y  DiEirslruno 
Iim h* 
Bltim Fitmrald 
#err Garclan 
Randy Hardy 
C F ~  H@tt@l 
kotr tiiwe 
Curerr Hdkebr 
Crq Hugh8 
Mike Hyks 
Oaw Kerr 
8twe Lit&ersan 
Fred Lurhy 
john Maddux 
Tom Mahamy 
Margaret Malslowski 
Josh Marion 
Richard Mathews 
Michael Mathewson 
Jeff Peterson 
Rick Pinar 
John Pourshann 
Brett Ri'chart 
Doug Robinson 
Donald Seavey 
Ken Schlect 
Larry Sibbit 
Julia Solymossy 
Clayton Spanton 
Craig Stechman 
Michael Thompson 
Frank Tien 
Mark Truesdale 
Oko Usun 
David Weipert 
Wade Young 
STAFF 
Program Chairperson Randy DiGirolamo 
Services Chairperson Vaughn Watkins 
March of Dimes Chairperson Bill Dove 
Membership Chairperson Craig Stechman 
Public Relations Chairperson Pat Neuzil 
Faculty Advisor Mr. Rudy Knabe 
MANAGEMENT CLUB 
SPRING TRIMESTER OFFICERS 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Randy DiGirmiamo 
Craig Stechrnm 
Brian Fit 
H P 
STAFF 
Randy DiCimtaFm 
Randy AkmnQer 
Program Chairperson 
Services Chairperson 
March of Dimes 
Chairperson 
Membership Chairpenon 
Public Relations 
Chairperpn 
*- 
hculty Advisor 
h d y  Hardy 
h'#'t%y~ 
Richard Belmr 
Mr. Rudy Knabe 
FLIGHT TEAMI 
Prsparlng for Preflilgh t Cornpeti tion 
Joe Capicotti and Jim Luraks inspect a Chickenhawk. 
Tom Connolly Flight Team Faculty advisor 
OFFICERS 
Allan Bluminthal 
Faculty ~d\;isor Tom Connolly 
---- 
I .  
The Flight Team at its finest! 
MEMBERS 
Jack Chernow 
Greg Bergrnan 
Earl Bradford 
Dan Larnpkin 
Wes Oleszewski 
Gail Tworek 
Ana Vegega 
Kevin Williams 
Brain Becker 
Mark Phillips 
Dave Gustafson 
Debbie Redhed 
Scott Latham 
Jeff Butler 
Valentin Hofrnann 
K. C. Silvers 
Tom Chapman 
Joan Shelson 
Flight Team members love to hang around airplanes 
Social Functions: 
Howard Less 
Nena Baker 
A vion Newspaper: 
Keith Kollarik 
Marleau Adams 
Phoenix Yearbook: 
Chuck Henry 
Eric Gruber 
W. E, R. U. Radio Stat ion: 
Greg Sterling 
Andy Brahhold 
S. G.A: 
Mike jaworski 
A.C.B. 

President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
john Czibik 
Wth Ishm 
Gary Francis 
j&~n Kack 
BOWLING 
LEAG U E '78'-'79' 
AVROC 
MEMBERS 
L. L. Brice 
Al Casby 
Tom Chapman 
James Coleman 
Jose Custodio Jr. 
Philip Doyen 
Edwin Ducz 
John Eppslit . 
George Foushi 
Craig Levine 
Bob Malik 
Tad McGee 
Jim Morano 
Les Panek 
Bob Pasi 
Pat Powem 
OFFICERS 
President Raymond Kelly 
Vice President Peter Rush 
Treasurer Andy Agromonte 
Secretary Andy Agromonte 
OFFICERS 
President Charles Kidd 
Vice Pres. David Russell 
rreasu rer Steve Muschler 
Secretary Peter Rush 
I 
Andrew Ken Holm 
Agramonte Fred Hunt 
David Bennett john lngalls 
Jim Bevacqua Doug Kirkpatrick 
Scott Bowman Jorge Lein 
Keith Bauer John McDonough 
Beau Birch Ned Moore 
Don Carey Ward Motz 
Gideon Carpenter Tim O'Donnell 
Dave Casper Bob O'Sullivan 
Darryl Cozza John Pagano 
Jeff Culbert Rick Park 
Mark Donigan 
- T i lrnli. 
Bill Reaves 
- &=Lf* I ,  , - 
, > -- --1. 
Ron Djuric Scott 
3 Y~F=;Z:~ -, , ,  JimDunlea 
SCUBA CLUB 
SIGMA PHI Sigma The Fall Phi of Delta 19718 graduate saw the three Sigma engineers Pi chapter into of
DELTA 
the surrounding community. We continue to 
expand every trimester; in the fall seven new 
brothers were initiated and in the spring a six 
man pledge class ensured. Th6 spirit of Sigma 
Phi Delta continues. We maintain our standards 
here at school, and our graduating brothers 
carry the brotherhood they have enjoyed with 
them wherever they go. Memories live on! We 
wish the best of luck to our graduates as they 
expand their horizons, seeking the future which 
waits for them. 
THE CODE OF ETHICS 
The Code of Ethics of Sigma Phi Delta is founded upon t h  
basic: principles of truth and honesty. The quotation 'What- 
soever things are true, whatsoever things are honest," *ouM 
be the light guiding 'the footsteps of an Engineer towards 
service and success. 
An Engineer should at all times be mentally, physically, and 
morally clean, and should conduct himself as a gentleman. He 
should be courageous in following his own convictions, men- 
tally awake to make use of every opportunity, and consider 
the welfare of others before his own. 
To his superiors, an Engineer should be dutiful; to his work- 
ers, helpful to his subordinates, generous, to all men, broth- 
erly. 
An Engineer should t a b  a g d  guy on the joys al: lite. He 
dwuSQ fight against nothing so hard as his own w * w s ,  
and should d e a v o r  te, gaim in mngth. 
He hould lim that his actions &a15 ~ Q V M  kmir& his own 
honer, md thu5 maintain the honor of the Engineering Pro- 
fession. 
MEMBERS 
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LITTLE SISTERS 
Sue Browner Sally Silliman 
Pat Larsen Marsha Launa 
Noreen Hohn Vicki Ockermann 
Gary Stetcler 
Keith; Cerlbmbu, 
Steve MzKiennarn 
Dennis Lovejay 
Hal Scripka 
Jae B iek i  
Bill Sillman 
Mike Steininger 
Gear* Frawky 
Dave Henry 
Tany PlhilDip 
Bab Smith 
0 2  Alfert 
l e r ~  Walker 
Pat Famlfy 
John S-tokes 
john Frawley 
Pete LaP'ina 
Srdt Aestiva 
Chris Slaney 
Rkh !hand& 
bnichi Kent 
Rick Lamen 
Pete Garnevicws 
Randy King 
joe Zikasas 
SPRING PLEDGE CLASS 
john Barci 
Mark Holrnes 
Rich Levit1 
Ken Watsaq 
Michelle Weingel 
Wan* ZiDly 
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SENIORS 

David L. Adams 
Flight Technology 
Jeffrey Addis 
Aeronautical Science 
Ronald I. Asln 
Aviation Management 
Myron J. Barrett 
Aeronautical Studies 
Fred Aflm Juan R. Alvarado 
Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Studies 
Vahe Andreasian 
Aeronautical Engineering wph 1. Alrodc Aviation Management 
Peter Axelsen Douglas K. Baldauf John K. Barker Helen Barr 
Aeronautical Science Aviation Management Aeronautical Studies Aviation Management 
Mark Slephen Basford t9am A. u d h i a n  
Aviation Milinlei. A . f @ W c e ~ M I  Aeranduticd E-ng Auiaiion Winfen. 
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L 113 
Douglas B. Batson 
Professional Aeronautics 
Richard Bodzek 
Aviation Maint. Management 
Steve SouBoudakis 
Aeronautical Science 
Scott Bowman 
Aviation Administration 
Daryl J. Brewin 
Aeronautical Science 
Enrlque Briceno I I 
Aeronautical Engineering 
Susan Brocklngton Alvln Brown 
Aeronautical Sclence Avlatlon Management 
L 
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Carnard W. H. b rns ide  Mark P. Capra Kim Clark 
Aecanautica4 Science Aviation Maint. Technology Aviation Administration 
Barry R. Cohen Antonio Corcione Matthew W Corcoran Jeff Crane V~ncent Crow I 
Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Studies Aeronaut~cal Studles Aeronautical Sclence Aeronautlcal Science 
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Jeffrey Culbert 
Aeronautical Science 
Jon Marcus Custer 
Aeronautical Studies 
John D. Czibik 
Professional Aeronautics 
Reid E. Dahart Robert Davies 
Aeronautical Studies Aeronautical Science 
Gary Dayton 
Aeronautical Science 
Scott E. Denison 
Aeronautical Science 
Sherman A. DeSouza 
A/C Engineering Technology 
Willlam A Dotson 
Profess~onal Aeronaut~cs 
William N. Dove 
Management 
Gary M. Duemling 
Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Studies 
Donakl E. Eick john 1. Eneber& jr. 
Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Science 
Greg Feith 
Aeronaut ical Science 
Randy M. Feldt 
Aeronautical Science Manuel Falero Daniel F. Farren 
A/C Engineering Technology Aviation Mainten. 
Management 
Andrew Kyle Galloway 
Aeronautical Science 
thrtin E. F~yar R W  A. Fumn Aimrft E q i m r i w  Tech. ANorwuticd Science 
Carlos Garcia-Espino 
Aeronautical Engineering 
James H. Geiser Jr. Mostafa Ghyabi 
Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Studies 
I Eric C. Gibson Marc S. Gittleman john 1. Gleason Aeronautical Engineering Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Science 
Timothy Charles Glover 
Aeronautical Science 
Kenneth Cordon 
Aviation Management 
Robert Grabowski 
Aeronautical Science 
I 
Feredoun Hajtamiri Craig R. ktmlon 
Aircraft Engineeringfech. Aeronautical SdS*nze! 
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M k h e l  Greenlee 
Ae~~irutical  Science 
1 
I 
Charles H. Hatch 
Aeronautical Studies Jeff 1. Hanscom Preston K. Harpe 
Aviation Mainten. Tech. Aviation Management 
Patrick R. Hassett 
Aeronautical Science 
Carolyn M. Heil 
Management 
Charles E. Henry IV 
Aeronautical Science 
Doughs D. kynes 
AtC Engineering Tech. 
Gregory P. Hetzel Clayton D. Hewitt Gordon Hill 
Aviation Management Aeronautical Studies Aeronautical Science 
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Scott A. Hinze 
Aviation Management 
Glen L. Hisert 
Aeronautical Science Greg M. Hdst Aviation w m t  
Robert I. Hockenhull 
Aeronautical Studies 
Calvin M. Hollis 
Aeronautical Science 
Morteza Hosseini 
Aeronautical Studies 
Mitch k u f f  
Aeronautical Studies 
Paul Hughes 
Aeronautical Engineering 
John Ingalls 
Aeronautical Science 
Michael Andrew Janowski 
Aeronautical Engineering 
Michael S. jawonki Charks R. johnson 
Aviation Management Aircraft Mainten. Tech. 
Charles B. Jones 
Professional Aeronautics David h luhnson professhal Aeionautlcs 
James M. Kaiser 
Aeronautical Science 
Tayeb Kamali 
A/C Engineering Tech. 
John P. Kane 
Aeronautical Science 
Gregory j. Kalski 
Aeronautical Studies 
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I Robert V. Kaye john Keck David J. Kerr Charles Kidd 
Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Science A v l l i ~  Mafbqgemnt Aeronautical Science 
1 
Scott Kragrud 
Aviation Management 
Randall S. King ti moll^^ J .  Kolysko 
Aeronautical Engineering Professional Aeronautics 
Gerard 1. Kraus 
Aeronautical Science 
Robert Patrick Laird 
Aeronautical Science 
Gerald Lanc a5tcr 
Profrsslonal Aeronaut lcs 
Benjam~n I. Landry 
Aeronaut tcal Science 
Laura Lemtre 
Profe5slonal Arronaut~cs 
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Roy Alan Lernmermann Cynth~a Lemnan 
Av~atton Malnten Tech Aeronaut ~ca l  Studies 
Howard K. Less 
Aeronautical Studies 
William H. Liberty . . HanstE- 
Aeronautical Studies . RIjiaion Mm. Tcck. 
Douglas tivernois 
Aeronautical Scier\ce 
Darryl Labo 
A/& Engineering Tech. 
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Gary Loyd John A. Maddm A i l Aeronaut~cal Stud~es Aviation Administrslb 5 ' 
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John 1. Maddox 
Management 
Thomas Mahoney 
Aviation Management 
Gary A. Mallett 
Professional Aeronautics 
Charles K. Manassa 
Aeronautical Science 
George Mancuso 
Aeronautical Science 
Sandra 1. Markman 
Aeronautical Science George W. Martin Jwph M. Martinho Aviation Administration A/C Engineering tech, Allan D. Matzek Aeronautical Science 
Shawn M. ~cBride 
Aeronautical Science 
John R. McCarthy 
Aviation Management 
Tom McDonald 
Aviation Administration William R. McGowan William M. McKinney Nell McWilliarns Aviation Mainten. Tech. Aviation Administration Aeronautical Studies 
John Meir Mary Kay Menietti 
Aeronautical Science Flight Technology 
Don A. Miller 
Aeronautical Science 
Dennis R. Mitchell )osehp 0. Mwn 
Aeronautical Stud$es Aeronautical Science 
Mike Moore 
Aeronautical Studies Charles R. Moren Aeronaut~ral  Science 
Marco Morin 
Aeronauttcal Eng~neering 
Nicholas D. Mostert 
Aeronautical Studies 
David C. Mulhall 
Aeronautical Studies 
Dwayne Musser Antonlo A Navarrete 
Aeronaur~cal Stud~es Aeronaut~cal Eng~neering 
John P. Neff Jr. 
A/C Engineering Tech. 
Patricia L. Nevzil Gerald NOVA Jmeph E. Obi 
Aviation Management M b n  Mdnmn. 'EedP, Aviation Management 
William E. O'Connor Austin N. O'fdik Emmanuel Ojedeji 
Aeronautical Studies Aeronautical Studies Aeronautical Science 
Lloyd L. Omps Gustavio Ordonez Del C. Padgett 
Aviation Management Aeronautical Engineering Aeronautical Science 
William F. Palmer Jt. 
Aeronautical Science 
Nancy Pastine 
Aeronautical Science 
SPwen B.la&angn 
Aerrrnautical Studies 
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Anthony R. Phillips Russell Phillips John E. Phlpps 
Aeronautical Engineering Aeronautical Science ~eronautica) Science 
Bill Pimble 
Aeronautical Studies 
Rick Pinar 
Professional Aeronautics 
Stuart J. F U I I ~ K  
Aeronautical Studies 
'I- 
Nader Poursartip 
Aeronautical Engineering 
Marden L. Pride 
Aeronautical Studies 
Bradford A. Prindle 
Aviation Management 
lorge A. Provenzali 
4eronautical Science 
Kevin Quinn 
Aeronautical Science 
Thomas Reres Peter G. Reynolds james Rice 
Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Science Aviation Mainten. 
Management 
Stephen Rinne 
Aviation Administration 
Donald A. Robinson jr. 
Aeronautical Studies 
William Daniel Robinson Jr. 
Aeronautical Science 
Mark Romero 
Aeronautical Science 
Miguel A. Rosa jr. 
Aeronautical Science 
Steve 1. Rothstein 
Aeronautical Science 
,",ph E. Rotunda 
Aeronautical Engineering 
Robert C. Ruff lr. 
Aeronautical Engineering 
John C. Russell Ir. 
Aviation Management 
Mdl~tl  Sa(fr~ad(,h Shahr~d Sara)-Motlagh Kenneth Schatz 
Acrondut I (  dl Eng~nt,cr~ng ~eronautlcal Eng~nr~rlng Aeronautical Science 
Robert R a n M  Schaz 
Aeronautical Studies 
Kenneth D. Schlect 
Aviation Management 
Chris E. Schoen 
A/C Engineering Tech. 
Michael Sharbaugh 
Aviation Mainten. 
Management 
t)anyD.Sheldon Olodutun Shenbanjo Terry L. Shobert Ariatbn AWwgment Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Engineering 
Larry A. Shoot Larry W. Sibbitt I 
Aeronautical Studies Professional Aeronautics i 
iMwrwel Sib 
A/C Engineering Tech. 
Jim Singletary 
Aeronautical Science 
Robert L. Sk00g 
Aviation Mainten. 
Management 
R. H. Taylor Smith 
Aeronautical Studies Robert F. Smith Nelson Solari Aeronautical Engineering Aeronautical Science Craig A. Sonnenberg Aeronautical Studies 
David Sowerby 
Aeronautical Studies 
Cordon E. Spatteck 
Aeronautical Science 
Kenneth $ringer Gary 1. Stetzler k h  V. Stakes 
Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Engineering Aeronautical Engineering 
Paul 1. Strevy Marcia 1' Swett Stephen G. Sypniewski 
Aeronautical Science Aeronautical Studies Aeronautical Science 
Mohamed Ben Taleb 
Aeronautical Science 
Bamanthia Tandia 
Aviation Mainten. 
Management 
Allan L Tangwy 
Aeronautical Studies 
Linda Tanner 
Aeronautical Studies 
Michael Teixeira 
Aeronautical Science 
Robert P. Terbetski 
Aeronautical Studies 
James 0. Terrell 
Aeronautical Engineering 
jerry W. Tilenis 
Aviation Management 
jonn ~orres 
A/C Engineering Tech. 
Oko Usun 
Aeronautical Science 
Michael K. VanDor,,, 
Professional Aeronautics Francisco E. Viwxmti khrt S. MF~eilmr Aeronautical Engineering Aemnautbl S c i  Richard A. W w  jr. Aviation hinten. 
James R. Wait 
Aeronautical Science 
David Bruce Waldman 
Aeronautical Science 
Alan 0. Walker 
AeFonwtical S tdes  
Brian R. Watson David I .  Watlon 
Aeronautical Sctence Professional Acronaut~c-s 
lonrthan A..wGbbw 
Aennraulkal Science 
Philip K. Welter 
Aeronautical Science 
Robert I .  Whitcomb 
Aviation Mainten. 
Management 
R. Stephen Whitting 
Aeronautical Science 
Stephen A. Wiles 
Aviation Management 
Cathy W~ lkens  
Ac,ronaut~c al Stud~rs Henry J. Winbrow Aeronautical Studies James F. Wyatt Aviation Administration 
jamie A. Yarbrough 
Aeronautical Studies 
wade L. Ymm@ .*nr 
Avlltion MulpBhmW 
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lohn Aanonrn 
H. Ali Abdulkh 
Qmar Abdussah 
AWeha@o A. Abadena 
Khatif A. Abu-lanlhoor 
Charks T. A&w 
Richard D. Adams 
Richard E. Adam 
~aosevelt A. Adriama 
Kisten Asbook 
Tom Ahrens 
Janet E. Aiken 
Fmcis 0. Akirbote 
A. A. Warned 
Behraor H. Atashti 
Kamal Alani 
Frank P. A l i W  
Shahin Alipanrh 
Norman R. Allaby 
Atton Allan 
Brian Allen john M. AH? 
Srwe A. Albman 
Barry E. Alpem 
Mohamed S. A b h i  1 
Jonathan K. Ahon 
Keith Ahton 
Ga I. Alvino 
d;l*r.h.d M. +l%aldi 
AWd mu raw an^ 
Bud Amabile 
Larry Ammima 
kott W i n  
Lvis I. miia 
h t h p  a. kwj@n 
I Denis Barrett Kenneth Barrett Michael Barrett Gewrce B a r n  
, - -  - - 
Laszlo Bartha 
David A i h  Barklett 
Trina A. Bar t~  
&ion K. Barton 
James R. Banwick 
William E. Bates 
Richard BPsile 
Joseph E. Batten 
Todd A. Baverle 
I Mohamed 0. B a m d y  
Edward 0. Bayktss 
Jahn R. Bean 
Cbrles E. Becker 
Christopher I. Befker john Bedway 
Naudy E. Beliserio 
Mohirmed Belkhir 
Erik W. Bell 
Lance Bell 
Richard C. Bell 
Steve Bell 
Richard Benn 
Patrick Bennett 
Arthur V. Ben- 
Tinothy A. Won 
hndrew B. Bereford 
Sbne M. Berg 
Glenn 8. Bergman 
Greg Bergrnan 
Brett P. Bemildo 
Lloyd B. Bemsten 
Vincent Berry 
Wli W.Birch 
wf Bep 
oon &rIm 
Tom U~schoff 
Michael Bishop 
Stevecr Bishop 
Bwb;m Bitzam 
CordenM.Bkck 
Kitty BkiJdell 
James Blinker 
Jays.lilkan, 
"4" 
Abn IumenthPl 
t 6 2 L  
Bill Baemmek 
1 Rick Lindsey A. Bonner Bond 
Timathy P. Bono 
Richard Boor 
Kevin lopp 
lames F. Barden 
Arthur D. Barger 
Cythia Bask 
Paul C. Boutin 
Randy L. Bottieri 
Greg A. Bowen 
James C. Bowon 
James C Bower 
Stephen Bowman 
Ronald R. Boyce 
- 7 Steve ~ o y d  
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Philip G Bradsbw 
Dan &s&U 
Caw A. Brand 
Jim hrandebur8 
Ted Branxomb 
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Kev~n L Bredenbeck 
Mary Beth Brennan 
Charles Br~ck 
Jose h Brint 
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IN MEMORIAM 
I Born of the 
sun they 
travelled a 
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short while 
i towards the 
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Kevin Navieks 
Tragedy, Monday evening, November 20th. A rainy, windy 
evening. It i s  7:30 pm, and the tower loses contact with an 
Em bry-Riddle Cessna 172 on a routine training flight. On board 
are two students, Blake Fran kenberg and William McGrade, 
Accompanying them i s  instructor Paul Erling. 
At 8:37 p.m. an Apache disappears off the radar screen a few 
miles northeast of Ormond Beach. An Embry-Riddle flight 
instructor, Randy Roe, and a former Embry-Riddle student, 
Kevin Navickas, are on board. 
With the rising of the morning sun comes the news. This i s  
the news of classmates, of friends, of fellow aviators. Officials 
confirm the worst. Both aircraft have crashed, and rescue 
workers report there are no survivors. 
We remember the shock and the lingering grief brought by 
this day of tragedy. In the memory of our lost comrades, we re- 
dedicate ourselves to man's continuing conquest of the sky. 
- And, we carry on. 
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MAX CONRAD 
1903-1 979 
1928 LEARN€ D TO FLY 
Year later, his life changed dramatically. Trying to rescue a girl who was walking 
into a spinning propeller, he was hit himself, sustaining brain damage that affected 
his speech, reading, and writing skills - but not his ability to fly. 
Six distance and endurance records logged more than 50,000 hours in light planes. 
1954 Soloed nonstop New York to Paris. 
Ferried 150 Light Planes across Atlantic. 
Ferried 30 Light Planes over the Pacific. 
Soloed Single-Engine Plane from Casablanca to Los Angeles staying aloft 58 hours 
and 38 minutes. 
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Top a~6e?bif ~/~OTHEOUE 
A sophisticated adult discotheque for those who appreciate the finest in Disco sounds, 
lighting & atmosphere. 
2700 N. ATLANTIC AVE / PH 672-3770 
- - -  I I 
I -L I- I II --- 
Probably the hottest Disco on the strip . . . located where the action is and the cause of it 
400 N. ATLANTIC AVE /pH 255-0251 
2434 South Atlantic Ave. 
Phone: 253-7221 
THE "NAME BRAND" 
DEPARTMENT STORE - BELLAIR PLAZA A-1-A 
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA 
- ALSO - 
ORMOND MALL -A-1-A ORMOND BY THE SEA 
RIDDLE DIVE CLUB" 
PRIDE IN EXCELLENCE 
~m You 
IF YOU'VE GOT r H E  TIME, 
WE'VE GOT THE BEER 
Salute 
from 
Servomat ion 
A salute from the men and women at Servomation who operate the 
vending machines and prepare everything from snacks to full course 
meals for the millions of Americans who eat away from home everyday. 
You can expect "that something extra From Servomation." 
: -(- 4;-* .-= 2% .: . o 0  -2, 3q. ,;*<-.At, . < J <  . -. L.- :-'+. 
- + ->.. ." - -. . .-. 
SERVOMATION CORPORATION ! 
3111 SPRING PARK ROAD 
JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32207 
904 - 396 - 1656 
. \ J'\5' 
:7 KINGSTON CAMERA 
- 
EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC 
643 N. Rid~e:v~c;d \v-. 
252-0073 
604 MAIN STREET 
jb-J k ENJOY COCKTAILS ' 
IN OUR 4 
SURFRIDER LOUNGE( 
A 
asbod 
672-861 1 
600 S. Atlantic Ave. Ormond Beach 
f 
- L  
FLAGSHIP E-- 1 b/& FIRST NATIONAL B A N I  O F  
~b~nsbankhgtoyou ORMOND BEACH 
Mt~itlxr t I) I c 1 AS1 ( X M  KXLEWRI), <- Em, FLORa4 W 904-672-1611 
FbdaB-'~&lI"mst b n p m ~  PAN AMUS(CAN N K  
h F i  oc ORMOND ma~cn. N.A. C.0. .OX 88. ORMONO B I A C W .  CLA. S.074 
w 
130NorthR1dgewood Avenue DoytonaBeach Flor~da 32015 904 255-6401 
Barnett Bonk a t  Ormond Beach braetr Bank of Bmytona Beach 
t i  -8 
i 
Sun Bank of 
Volusia County 
I 76 
CENTRAL BANK 
OF SOUTH DAYTONA 
2111 S. RIDGEWOOD AVE. SOUTH DAYTONA, FLORIDA 
OF PORT ORANGE 
Everybody's Bank 
767-1661 
PORT ORANGE. FLORIDA 32019 
-lwE-SEA 
1400 Ocean Shore Blvd. 
n*-ond by the Sor, F la. 32074 
Phone (904) 672-61 23  
EMBRY -RIDDLE GUESTS 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
- - 
r ~ m a & a @ M & - a m g  a a 
A a TRAVELER'S FiA ""LY "1TELS 
S COVE-FT-- - - -- 1 -- - - - --* 2525-2539 S. Atlantic Ave. 
motor lodge 
Off-campus housing on the beach! 
81 0 S. Ridgewood Avenue DIAL TOLL FREE 1-800-874-751 5 
SPECIAL E-RAU RATES 
- See Crazy Dave, Mgr. 
Treasure Island Inn 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
ALL GRADUATING SENIORS 
FROM 
Beachcomer . 
Oceanfront Inn Acaoulco Inn 
184 units 133knits 2: 
\ 
2025 South Atlantic Auenue, 
Dqytona Beoch Shores, Florida 32018 
Locally (904) 255-837 1 
out of state - 8 0 ~ 7 4 - 7 4 2 0  
In Florida - 1400-342-5624 
k-shoees 
' I 4  units 
ubmn Inn 
Gnder Beach L d d  
150 units 
(on New S m m  Beach. 
With The Appreciation 
Budweiser, 
I 
Distributed by: 
Daytona Budweiser., Inc. 
Wholesalers of Anheuser - Busch Beers 
406 Oak Place I Port Orange. Florida 32019 I 904 + 767-0612 
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ALCOCK, ULPH LlStER - Associate 
tin Science - Aviation Management. 
Assistant Supervisor of Flight Opera- 
tions & Maintenance (E-RAU), 
License: Commercial; Ratings: Instru- 
ment, Single engine Land & Sea, 
Multi-Engine Land. 
ALLEN, FRED B. - B.S. - Aeronauti- 
Member - Sigma Chi Fraternity, 
Licenses: Private, Commercial Instru- 
ment, Multi-Engine, CFI. 
BOWERS, GEORGE ZACHARIAH 
RAY - B.S. -Aeronautical Science 
Commercial/lnstrument, Mult i-  
Engine/Single Land/Sea, E-RAU Var- 
sity Baseball. 
BREWIN, DARYL J. -- B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Science. 
Multi-Engine rating, CFII, ASEL, Presi- 
dent and Vice-President of The 
Brothers of the Wind, Varsity Baseball 
- 2 years. 
DEITW, DAVID M. - 8.5. - k r a -  
nautical Studies. 
Private Pilot's License (as Flight Elec- 
tive), Intramural Sports - Football, 
Saftbll, Tennis, "Sales Man af the 
Year Award" - Pool Boys Interna- 
tional, Member - Water-Skiing 
Club. 
DOTSON, WILLIAM A - B.S. - Pro- 
fessional Aeronautics. 
Member - Quad A. 
BROCKINCTON, SUSAN C. - B.S. - DUNCAN, CARL N. -- B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Studies. 
BALDAUF, DOUGLAS K. - B.S. - Aeronautical Science. First Class FCC L icme - Technician 
Aviation Maintenance Management Commercial - Instrument, Multi- with Shilp Radar Endorsement, Private 
Technology,l979. Engine, CFI I, E-RAU Precision Flight Pilot - Jiwle En8ine Land, 
A.S. - Aviation. Maintenance Tech- Team. Member - Vets Chub, Dean's Li~t, 
Graduated Cum Laude, Technical 
Executive Vice President - Veterans Assistant to WERU Radio Stat ion. 
Association - 1976, President - CAPRA, MARK -- A.S. - Aviation 
Embry-Riddle Bowling League - Maintenance Technology. 
1977-78, Certificate in  Airframe & Airframe & Powerplant Licenses. DOEMLING, GARY M. - 0.S. - Aer- 
Powerplant Technology - 1975, E- onau tical Science. 
RAU Varsity Baseball - 1977, A.S.E.L. Dean's List: Fall 76, Spring '77, Spring 
CARYL, RAY G. -- B.S. - Aeronauti- '78, Honor Roll - Fall 77, Commer- 
cal Studies. cia1 Pilot/lnstrument, ASEL, ASES, 
BASFORD, MARK S. - A.S. - Avia- Member - Quad A. AMEL, CFI-A&I, 1361, AGI, GI. 
tion Maintenance 
Airframe/Powerplant License, Private 
Pilot License, Honor Roll, Dean's List, CLARK, JOSEPH K. - B.S. - Aviation FARREN, DANIEL F. - B.S. - Avia- 
Certificate of Helicopter Mainte- Administration. tion Maintenance Management. 
Honor ~011,  fall 1976, Membership A.S. - Aviation Maintenance Tech- - 
Chairman, Management Club - n o b y -  
1977-78, President - Management Airf rame Powerplant License, 
BELOTTI, RICHARD - B.S. - Avia- Club- 1978. Maintenance Fellowship Prmram - 
tion Management Turbine Engine Lab. 
Public Relations Chairman - E-RAU 
Management Club, Dean's List Mem- COHEN, BARRY - B.S. - Aeronauti- 
ber - Omicron Delta Kappa Honor cal Science. FELDT, RANDY M. -- B.S. - Aero- 
AFROTC - 4-Year Scholarship nautical Studies (Concentration in Flight Technology). Recipient, Commercial-Instrument A.S. -Aeronautical Science. CFI-AS & Multi-Engine Alpha [la Rho - Parliamentarian, 
BOCOCK, CARLOS - B.S. - Avia- 3b - AG I, 2nd Lieutenant', USAF, Embrl-Riddle Flight Team - captain 
tion Management. "Bao-Booi'- Nickname. and Advisor, Commercial and Instru- 
FAA Private Pilot Certificate. rntnt Ratings, Certified flight Instruc- 
tor - Single Engine Land, Multi- 
DWOlrOU~THWDCTW Engine Rating. 
BBDZIEK, RICHARD S. -- B.S. - Avi- NICOLALF - B.S. - Aeronautical 
ation Maintenance Management. Engineering. 
Magna Cum Laude (hopefully), Dean's List ( fal l  1977 and Spring )URMAN, @IC'HA@&) A, - 6.S. - 
Dean's List, Airframe & Powerplant 1978), Honor Student in all the other Aerclrnsutical Science. 
License, Cornme~cial Pibt's Lice~lse, trimesters except Fall 1978. Under- CFII, [El, Muki-Engine, 3 years in 
Instrument, Senior Class Fund Rais- graduate Phpics Lab Assistant, Var- University Weather Room as Lab 
sity Soccer player (1977 and 1978). Aai rtant. 
10s 
FILEBARK II, JOSEPH J. - B.S. - Aer- HANLON, CRAIG R. - B.S. - Aero- 
onautical Science. nautical Science. 
Member - Alpha Eta Rho, Dean's A.S. - Aviation Management. 
List, CFI-AI, Commercial Instrument, Honor Roll, Dean's List, C ~ ~ m e r c ~ a l  
ASMEL, BGI - IGI - AGl. Pilot Airplane Single and Mult i-  
engine Land, CFI A&l, AGI, IGI. 
FILIPPONE, GERARD0 M. - B.S. - 
Aeronautical Science. HANSCOM, JEFF 1. - A.S. - Avia- tion Maintenance Technolonv. 
GRAHAM, EZRA 1. - A.S. Degrees - 
Aviation Maintenance Technology & 
Aviation Maintenance Management. 
Ailrframe Licenses, Powerplant Licen- 
ses, E-RAU Vets Club member, Co-op 
- Lockheed Aircraft Corp. for 6 tri- 
mesters. 
Engine, Softball, Football, Intramu- Dean's List - '76-78. 
rals, Tour Guide for Public Relations, 
President -Sigma Chi Fraternity. 
HERSHBERGER, K I M  B. - B.S. - Aer- 
onautical Engineering. 
GALLAGHER, DAVID - B.S. - Aero- Omicron Delta Kappa member, 
nautical Science. Who's Who Among Students in  
Member - Delta Chi Fraternity, Sen- American Colleges & Universities, 
ator - Student Government Associa- Arnold Air Society member, Air Force ROTC Scholarship, Private Pilot's tion, Commercial/lnstrument/Sin~le License, Dean,s List, Scuba Club & Multi-Engine Land/Single Engine member. 
Sea/BGI/AGI/IGI/CFI-A Land & Sea. 
HEROLD, Ill, ROBERT G. - B.S. - 
Aeronautical Studies. 
Senator - Student Government 
Association, Scuba Club member, 
Avion Newspaper Cartoonist. 
CULLO, SANTO J. - B.S. - Aeronau- 
tical Science. 
Commercial/lnstrument, Mul t i -  
Engine, CFI - lnstrument, Mult i-  
En,gine, BGI, AGI, IGI, Varsity Basket- 
ball - 2, 3, Varsity Baseball - 3, Ski 
Club - 3. 
HARLEY, LOUIS D. 111 -- B.S. - Air- 
craft Maintenance Technology. 
Delta Chi Fraternity member, Honor 
Roll, President of Cellophane Club, 
Commercial-Instrument-Multi- 
Engine Ratings. 
HATCH, CHARLES H. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Studies. 
Dean's List (5 trimesters), Manage- 
440LST, GREGORY M. - B.S. - Avia- 
tion Management. 
E-RAU Rising Senior Scholarship, 
Dean's List (Fall 7 5  through Summer 
'78), Secretary - Management Club, 
Private Pilot's License (E-RAU), 
Magna Cum Laude. 
HOLLIS, CALVIN M. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Science. 
Dean's List - 2nd Trimester, Honor 
student - 4th and 6th trimesters, 
Commercial License with lnstrument 
and Multi-Engine Ratings, Certified 
Flight Instructor, Certified Flight 
Instructor - Instrument. 
HOSSEINI-KARGAR, MORTEZA - 
B.S. - Aeronautical Studies. 
Dean's List, Cum Laude, Commercial 
Pi lot with lnstrument Ratings. 
out of 7 trimesters), Commercial Pilot 
SEL +S/MEL, CFI SJME, CFII, AGI, 
IGI. 
IffiAL.LS, jOW4 C. -- B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Studies. 
CFI-A, Commercial ASMELS - I, 
Dean's List (5 trimesters), Honor Roll 
(2 trimesters), Honw Roll (2) ,  Riddle 
Backers, Water Skiing Club. 
INGERSUtl, RONALD K. - B.S. - 
Aviation Maintenance Management. 
JIMENEZ, LUIS A. - B.S. - Aeronau- 
tical Engineering. 
Honor Roll - two trimesters, Mem- 
ber: American Institute of Aeronau- 
tics & Astronautics. 
JOHNSON, CHARLES R. - B.S. - 
Aviation Maintenance Technology 
Who's Who Among Students In 
American Colleges & Universities, 
Honor Roll, Dean's List, Airframe and 
Powerplant Licenses, Delta Chi Fra- 
ternity - Vice President, Social 
Chairman. 
JONES, CHARLES B. - B.S. - Profes- 
sional Aeronautics. 
Dean's List, Lambda Chi Alpha Frater- 
nity (Secretary), Vice President Pro- 
grams, AAAA" (Army Aviation Associ- 
ation of America.) 
JONES, WESLEY J. - B.S. - Aeronau- 
tical Science. 
Com~rcial/lnstrument/CFI/Multi- 
Engine/Cessna Citation Type Ratings. 
KACZMAREK, H. PAUL - B.S. - Aer- 
onautical Studies. 
President - E-RAU Chapter Army 
  via ti on Association of America, 
Dean's List fall '77, Spring 78, Sum- 
mer '78. 
ment Club member, Vet's Club mem- HUM€, ~ L I I ~  - 6.s. - kconau- 
ber, Commercial-Instrument-Multi- tical science. : W E ,  ROBERT - B.S. - Aeronauti- 
Engine Ratings, Certified Flight Business Manager - Avion Newspa-, cal Science. 
Instructor Airplane - Instruments. per, Co-op - F l y r - ,  Dean's List (& Private, Commercial, Instrument, ' 
5-. 
Multi-Engine, CFI, CFII, Water Ski List, Fall 77, Spring 78, Fall '78, Sprilng 
Club. '79. 
KEENAN, KEVIN R. - 6.S. - Aero- KRAUS, GERARD - 6.S. - Aeronau- 
nautical Science. tical Science. 
Senator - Student Government Ratings: CFII, Multi-Engine, BGI, AGI, 
Association, Commercial, Instru- 1 ~ 1 ;  Scuba club member. 
ment, Multi-Engine Ratings, Presi- 
dent - E-RAU Sport Parachute Club, 
National Collegiate Parachute Cham- 
pionships, - 1977 - 3rd place Team, LANCASTER, GERALD - B.S. - Pro- 
1978 - 2nd Place team, Avion News- fessional Aeronautics. 
paper Contributing Writer. 
KENT, JUNICHI I. - B.S. - Aeronau- 
tical Engineering. 
Who's Who Among Students in 
American Universities & colleges 
I 1978-1979, Sigma Phi Delta Profes- 
sional Engineering Fraternity (Secre- 1 tary-Treasurer) 1978-1979, American 
Institute of Aeronautics & Astronau- 1 .  
! t~cs (Secretary) - 1977-1978, Honor 
1 Roll - 1978, CCO Representative, 
I IFC Representative, Intramural 
Sports. 
KERR, DAVID J. - B.S. - Aviation 
I Management. 
' Management Club, Speeding Ticket 1 During Road Rally, Survivor of 4 Race 
Weeks, Supported Eastern AirLines, 
Co-op Summer 1976 Oshkosh, Wis- 
I consin and survived, Co-op Summer 
1978 - Tulsa, Oklahoma and Didn't 
Survive, Dorm Home for 75-76 and 
I Survived, Engaged To Miss Gail 
1 Lynne Monauni; The Woman I Love. 
KEYSER, DAVID S. - B.S. - Aviation f Management. Airframe Mechanics License, Power- - plant Mechanics License; Private Pilot's License, Dean's List. 
KiDD, CHARLES W. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Science. 
Commercial Pilot, Single and Multi- 
Engine, lnstrument Ratings, Scuba 
Club 1,2,3,4. Vice Pres. 2 and 3, Pres- 
iden t 4. 
KRACRUD, SCOTT J. - B.S. - Avia- 
tion Management. 
' 1 Honor Student, Spring '77, Dean's 
LEMMERMANN - A.S. - Aviation 
Maintenance Technology. 
Airframe and Powerplant Licenses, 
Dean's List. 
LEMIRE, LAURA A. - B.S. - Profes- 
sional Aeronautics. 
Crescent Sister, Lambda Chi Alpha 
Fraternity. 
LESS, HOWARD K. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Studies. 
(Air Transportation Management), 
A.S. - Aviation Management. 
Commercial License - lnstrument 
Rating, Omicron Delta Kappa Honor 
Society, Who's Who Among Students 
in American Colleges & Universities, 
Dean's List/Honor Roll, Student Gov- 
ernment Association Social Functions 
Chairman, Student Government 
Association Senator, University Rep- 
resentative to NECAA Regional Con- 
vention, Oct. 1978, National Conven- 
tion, Feb. 1979, Contributing Writer/ 
Advertisement Salesman - Avion 
Newspaper, Management Club, 
Stage Crew, (When did you have 
time to sleep, Howard?) 
MODOX, JOHM L. - B.S. - Man- 
agement. 
Dean's List, Honor Roll, Thenio 
Honor Society (Univ. of So. Fla.) - 
Management Club Memher. 
MAHONEY, THOMAS J. - B.S. - 
Aviation Management. 
Member - Management Club, 
Dean's List - Spring '7RSpring '79. 
LIVE*NOIS, DOUGLAS - B.S. - 
Aeronautical Science. 
AFbKlTC Schdanhip with Riot Slot, 
CFll - Multi-Engine Ratings, Arnold 
Air Society member. 
MAC FARQUHAR, GARY J. - A.S. - 
Aeronautical Science. 
Sky Dive Club - 1, 2,; Secretary - 
Sky Dive Club - 2; WERU - 1; Com- 
mercial/lnstrument/CFI Ratings. 
MARTIN, GEORGE W. - B.S. - Avia- 
tion Administration. 
Layout Artist - Avion Newspaper. 
MARKMAN, SANDRA L - B.S. - 
Aeronautical Science. 
Ratings + Licenses: SES/MLE, CFI; 
CFII, Who's Who Among Students In 
American Universities $I Colleges - 
1978-79, klgha Eta Rho Fraternity 
Treawter {Rofessional Aviation Fra- 
ternity), Senior Class President - 
April '79, Volusia County Hot-Line, 
Inc. - phone counselor and execu- 
tive board treasurer; Weather Room 
Assistant. 
M C  CARTHY, JOHN - B.S. - Avia- 
tion Management. 
Dean's List, Student Government 
Association Senator, Football, Soft- 
ball, Bowling. 
M GWM, w r l w  a - A.X - 
Aviation Mainternme Technakqgy. 
Rirf rame and Polwerplan t License, 
Dean's List, Karate Club Membrer, 
Certificate In Helicopter Mainte- 
nance. 
M C  MENEMY, KEVIN P. - B.S. - 
Aeronautical Studies. 
Commercial lnstrument - Multi- 
Engine Ratings. 
MEYER, MICHAEL B. - B.S. - Air- 
craft Engineering Technology. 
Student Pilot. 
MOREN, CHARLES R. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Science. 
Dean's List - (all trimesters except 
one), Gommercial/lnstrument/MuSti- 
Enginel(CF1 and CFII). 
Wiio Club, kreaming Eagles Mdel 
Aircraft Clwlb and Hellocspters. 
Among Students in American Uniwt- 
sities & Colleges - '78-79, Physics 
Laboratory Instructor - May '77- 
April '79, Soccer Team, Private Pilsyt, 
MULHALL, DAVID F - B.S. - Aem- ASEL. 
nautical Studies. 
Commercial License, Instrument Rat- 
ing, CFI, Intramural Softball and 
Bowling, Volunteer Big Brother. 
NEU;L(lp PATRICIA L - 0.S. - Avia- 
tion Management. 
Who's Who Among Students In 
American Universities & Colleges, 
Senator - Student Government 
Association, Publicity Chairman - 
Membership Chairman and Vice- 
President of Manaement Club. 
NOBLE, JOHN E. - A.S. - Aviation 
Maintenance Technology. 
Ratings and License: Commercial/ 
Instrument, CFI, U P .  
PADGETT, DEL C. -- 0.3. - Aeronau- 
tical Science. 
Commercial - Instrument /Single + 
Multi-Engine/CFI/CFl I, Dean's List, 
Graduated Cum Laude. 
PALMER, JR., WILLIAM F. -- B.S. - 
Aeronautical Science. 
Commercial, Instrument, CFI Air- 
plane and lnstrument - BGI, ASMEl 
- Honor Roll, Dean's List (each 
twice), Sigma Chi Fraternity Brother, 
Student Government Association 
Senator, Inter-Fraternity Goulncil 
member, Omicron Delka Kappa 
Honor Society, Tour Guide. 
PFAML, WlLLiAM - B.S. - Aeronau- 
O'CONNER, WILLIAM E. - B.S. - tica'Science. 
Aeronautical Studies. Member -Vets Club, Coach - Vets 
Vet's Club, Riddle Regatta Commit- Club Softball f earn - 19t9, ht~amu- 
tee; Deim's List - Fall '77-Spring '79; ralcham~ions- 
Helicopter AtP, Instrument/CFI, . . 
Who's Who Among Students in b :- <* . 
American Universities & Colleges - 
1 978-79. 
OH)DIlE, AUSTIN - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Studies. 
Who's Who Among Students in 
American Universities 81 Colleges, 
Dean's List, first String - Eagles Soc- 
cer Team - '75-'78, PPL, CPL, - 
Instrument. 
OM%, LLOYD I, -- 0.5. - Aviation 
Marsawmen t . 
Honor Roll - Spring '7#, Dean's List 
- Summer and Fall '78, Vice-Prmi- 
dent of Publications - Quad A, 
Management Club member. 
ORBOklEZ, GUSTAVO G. - 6.5. - 
Aeronautical Engineering. 
Dean's list - September '76-April 
'79, Honor Roll - September '16- 
April '79, Omicron Delta Kappa, Pres- 
ident {Pprlng '791, Who's Who 
PHIPPS, JOHN -- B.S. -Aeronautical 
Science. 
E-RAU ~anagement'elub, Bean's 
List - 4 years, Commercial Pilot 
ASMEL and lnstrument Rating, CFI 
and CFII, AGI and {GI. 
PINAR, RICK - B.S. - Professional 
Aeronautics. 
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity Brother, 
l3qm's  List - Summer and Fall '78. 
f$@- - , ,<xk*+-*i--~~tg?wT; & :: 
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FRI~%, MACP~EN L. -- B.s. - ACCO- 
nautical Science. 
Photographer for Avion Newspaper 
- '78, Phoenix Yearbook - '79, 
Obtained Amateur Radio Call: 
WBlGGl and Member of Daytona 
Beach Repeatar Association, Wrote 
for Avion - '78, WERU Radio Elestri- 
cian and D.J. Work, Helped Start 
WSST -- Commercial ASEL, jnstru- 
ment -- tixed Wing, Learned Boom- 
erang Flight, Mmber of Roadable 
Aircraft Club, Member of Amateur 
mtEsv T t a b w  J* -- 0.5. - Aero- 
mautica4 Science. 
E-RAU WTFA Flight Team, Team Cap- 
tain, Vangozri khelarship, Delta Chi 
Fraternity Brother - Peter Moyer 
Memorial Scholarship Recipient, 
Delta Chi - President, Social Chair- 
man, Outstanding Junior Scholar, 
Student Government Association 
Senator, Who's Who Among Stu- 
dents in American Colkges & Uni- 
versities, Member af Omicron Delta 
Kappa Honor Society, Recipient of 
the Outstanding Young Men of 
America (Jaycees Award - OYM). 
b 
MY, EWLlO -- B.S. - Aeronautical $ 
Science. 1 
B.S. - Aeronautical Engineering. 
A.S. - Aeronautical Studies. 
Member of American Institute of 
Aeronautics & Astronautics, Com- 
mercial Pilot, Instrument Airplane 
Single and Multi-Engine Land, Certif- 
ied Flight Instructor Airplane and 
Instrument, Honor Roll. 
'> .p ; 1 - . - J ,  
/ r  
MDLEY, COLE E, - B.S. - Aeronauti- 
cal Science. 
Single/Multi-Engine/CFI - Single 
Land/Multi-Engine - lnstructor 
Land, InterJraternity Council Presi- 
dent -spring '79, Alpha Eta Rho Avi- 
ation Fraternity - Vets Club Mem- 
ber, (Went to E-RAU - Long Enough, 
Right, "Tom"?). 
. . , +  
I~ONNXIN, J& WILLIAM D. -- b.3. j 
-Aeronautical Science. 
Participated in ROTC Football and 
Baseball, Won First Place in E-RAU's 
First Weight-Lifting Contest, Licenses 
Received - CFI, CFII, CFI - Multi- 
Engine, I'm a Riddle Flight Instructor. 
. . ; ' . y & = . ~ ? & p J i . - w  I,;)-' '- +t ' 
j 
;:*'&-* p-:?:. . ,-. ":.* - J -,, i .  
(EOSA, MlGUfL A -- B.S. - Aero- ; 
nautical Science. 
Dean's List (Honor Roll), Commercial 
Instrurnent/Multi-Engine, Airframe ' 
License, Flight Dispatcher's License, .j 
CFI-A. . r L - ,  . - -  I) 
UOTHSTEIN, !ilEVL R -- B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Science. 
Comm., SMEL, CFI-AI, AGI, IGI, On- 
campus Instructor, Flight Team 
Coach, Alpha Eta Rho, Screaming 
Eagles Model Airplane Club Member. 
I RUFF, JR., ROBERT C. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Engineering. 
President - Screaming Eagles Model 
Airplane Club - '76-'79, AlAA - 
Vice-Chairman, Dorm I Resident, 
I Advisor. 
RUSSELL, JR., JOHN G. - B.S. - Avi- 
ation Management. 
Who's Who Among Students In 
American Colleges & Universities - 
1978-1979, Treasurer of AAAA - 
1978-1979, Head Proctor of EC 110 - 
Self Paced - Fall 1978, Dean's List - 
Summer 1978. 
SABATKE, CRAIG A. - B.S. - Man- 
agement. 
Commercial, Instrument, CFI ASEL, 
Vet's Club - IFC Representative, 
Dean's List (All Tris) - Graduated 
Magna Cum Laude, Alpha Eta Rho 
Aviation Fraternity President, Vice- 
President, Historian, Omicron Delta 
Kappa Honor Society - President, 
Vice-President; Senior Class - Presi- 
dent and Chairman Senior Class 
Committee, Selected - 1st Out- 
standing Student, (Winter '78 Gradu- 
ating Class) - Research Grant - 
Wallace Research Center (ACFT Igni- 
tion Systems), Distinguished Service 
Award (Fla. Dept. of Health and 
Rehab. Services - '76-'78), Who's 
Who Among Students In American 
Colleges & Universities. 
SCHATZ, ROBERT R. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Studies. 
Commercial-Instrument, CFI-A, 
Multi-Engine Land, E-RAU Stage 
Crew - 2 years, Newspaper Reporter 
for Career Center (AVION Newspa- 
per), Member of WERU Radio Sta- 
tion, Intramural Softball (2 years). 
SCHLECHT, KENNETH D. - B.S. - 
Aviation Management. 
Dean's List, Alpha Tau Omego and 
Alpha Phi Omego Fraternities' years), Commissioned !%orid Lieu- 
Brother, €-RAU Management Club, tenant, on Gcaduati~n Date, (UPT - 
A.A. - From Miami University Starting17 Oct. 79). 
(Ohio). 
SONNENBERG, CRAIG A. - B.S. - 
SHELDON, BARRY D. - B.S. - Avia- Aeronautical Studies. 
tion Management. Minored in Maintenance Technology 
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society, A&P License - Private Pilot, Intramu- 
Who's Who Among Students In ral Softball, Dean's List - Spring '77 
American Colleges & UniverSitieS, and Spring '78, Volunteer for Florida 
Delta Chi Fraternity Brother, AVROC Health and Rehabilitative Services. 
Club and Management Club Mem- 
ber, Private Pilot, Resident Advisor. 
SHOBERT, TERRY L. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Engineering. 
SORG, CARL D. -- B.S. - Aeronauti- 
cal Studies. 
Commercial Flight Instructor Rating. 
STETZUER, GARY L -- B.S. -- A m -  SIBBITT, LARRY W - 8.5. - Profer nautical in(linecring. 
sional Aeronautics. Sigma Phi Delta Prrrkssional E q i -  
Management 'Iub Riddle newin8 Fraternity Brother, Private Bowling League Team Member. Pilot's licenw. 
SILLIMAN, SALLY B. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Engineering. STEWARD, RICHARD W. -- 8.5. - 
Who's Who Among Students In Professional Aeronautics. 
American Colleges & Universities, (Air Traffic Control) Commercial/ 
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society Instrument Ratings, Born in Pem- 
Member, Dean's List - 9-,7614-'78, broke, Ontario. 
AlAA - Chairman, Little Sisters of 
Sigma Phi Delta Fraternity - Presi- 
dent, Sigma Phi Delta Chapter Key 
Award. 
SINGLETARY, JIM F. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Science. 
Commercial/lnstrument ASEL, CFI, 
ASEL and AMEL, Who's Who Among 
Students In American Colleges & 
Universities, Captain - E-RAU Var- 
sity Golf Team. 
SKOOG, ROBERT L. -- B.S. - Aircraft 
Maintenance Management. 
Dean's List, Scuba Club Member. 
SOLARI, NELSON J. -- B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Science. 
Ratings - Commercial, Instrument, 
Multi-Engine, Dean's List, Varsity 
Baseball - Played 4 years - was 
Captain last 2 years, Intramural Base- 
ball, AFROTC - Scholarship (4 
STWEW, PAUL 1. -- 6.5. - Aeranauti- 
cal Science. 
A.S. - k r w t i e @ l  !kience. 
A.S. -Aviation Ahmment. 
AS. - kemautical SQwcTis. 1 
Cornmrcial Instrument - Single/ 
klulti-tngines, Resident Advisor 
Dorm I, Reslidemt. Oimctrrr - Dorm I, 
Seniaf Clas Wee-MsidaM, Intram- 
ral Volkyb11 and hitball. 
TAAFFb KEVlN - B.S. - Aermauti- 
eal Studies. 
A.S. - Aeronautics from S.U.N.Y. at 
Fwrnin@hl"e. 
Ernbry-Riddle Flight Instructor - 2 
years, Certified F F t t  In&trmtw Air- 
plane, Certified Flight Lnstruetor - 
Instrument, Advanced and tnstrw- 
ment Ground Instructor, Commercial 
Pilot, Instrwmmk Rated, AAirpIane Sin- 
gle and M~i~i-fn&'~ue Land -- S i d e !  
Engine W, Member - Aeronautical 
Instructors Association. 
TANNER, LINDA 1. - B.S. - AHO- 
nautical Studies. 
Who's Who Among Students In  
American Colleges & Universities, 
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society 
Member - 1978-79, Alpha Eta Rho 
Fraternity Aviation Fraternity Brother 
- 1977-79, Phoenix Yearbook - '78 
Yearboak Editor, Activities and Com- 
munications b a r d  Member - 1977- 
78, Miller Beer Campus Representa- 
tive - 1978-79, CO-OP Student - 
1978-79, Private Pi lot (ASEL). 
TEWETSKI, ROBERT P. - B.S..- Aer- 
onautical Studies. 
Who's Who Among Students In  
American Colleges and Universities, 
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society 
Member, Cadet Commander - 
AFROTC, Chaplain - Arnold Air 
Society, Vet's Club Member, Com- 
mercial Helicopter Instrument, Pri- 
vate Pilot - ASEL. 
TERRELL, )AMS B. - B.S. - Aero- 
nautical Engineering. 
Who's Who Among Students In 
American Colleges and Universities, 
Dean's List, Omicron Delta Kappa 
Honor Society, AFROTC, Private Pilot 
license. 
TORRES, RONALO - B.S. - Aviation 
Management. 
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society, 
Graduated Cum Laude, Vice-Presi- 
dent - E-RAU Bowling League - 
COBOL Tutor, Dean's List, Private 
Pilot and "One Step Closer." 
TOWNER, ROBERT CRAIG - B.S. - 
Aeronautical Studies. 
Twice on Honor Roll, Flag Football 
Team '77 and '78, Softball Team '77, 
8uwlling '78. 
TWINHUG, DANIEL - B.S. - Aircraft 
Maintenance Techncdogy. 
VAN WREN, MICHMt K. -- 6.5. - 
Professha4 tleronsu t ics. 
Vet's Club Member, Maintenance 
Officer Test Pilot, U.S. Army, Left 
Army Aviation in the hands of the 
Professional Ground Pounders. Weather Room Assistant, Advisor ': 
&aad - Fardty Evalwatians, Dean's Q l  
list. 
VAN HEST, JAMES C. - A.S. - Avia- 
tion Maintenance Technology. 
Commercial, Instrument, Mul t i -  WELTER, PHILIP K. - B.S. - Aero- 
Engine Ratings, CFI All, Basic, nauticalscience. 
Advanced and Instrument Ground Commercial/lnstrument - Multi- 
I 
Instructor, Aeronautical lnStruct0rS Engine - CFIA, Intramural Softball - 
Association - 1976-1977, Airframe '76-179, Intramural Flag Football - 
and Powerplant Mechanic. '76-'78, Ski Club - '76, Senior Life 
Saving Class. I 
VILLARREAL, JOAQUIN A. - B.S. - 
Aircraft Maintenance Management. 
Who's Who Among Students In  
American Colleges & Universities, 
Dean's List, FAA Airframe and Power- 
plant Certificate, Member - Vet's 
Club, Member - Sigma Pi Fraternity 
(However, this i s  not a fraternity at E- 
RAU). 
WACENAAR, ROBERT S. - B.S. - 
Aeronautical Science. 
ATP (ASEL), Commercial Privileges 
ASES, AMEL, Helicopter, Instrument- 
Helicopter, Glider, IGI, AGI, CFIASE, 
CFI-IA. 
WALDMAN, DAVID 6. - B.S. - Aer- 
onautical Science. 
Who's Who Among Students in  
American Colleges & Universities - 
'78-'79. Alpha Eta Rho - Vice Presi- 
dent - '78, E-RAU Flight Fellowship/ 
Leadership Program, Dean's List 
Once, Honor Roll - all other Trimes- 
ters, Cornmercial/lnstrument, ASEL 
and AMEL, CFliA and CFll ACEL, Part- 
time Instructor at E-RAU Flight Line. 
WALKER, RAVE - 6.5. - Aircraft 
Maintenance Technology. 
Dean's l i s t  every trimester from 
Freshman to Senior Year, C/Major Air 
Force ROTC. 
WfBuE& jOHATHAN A. - 8.5. - 
Aeronautical Science. 
Covmercial-lnstrument/CFI - Xf f i  
- Multi-Engine, WWs Who Among 
Students in American Colleges & 
Universities, Magna Cum Laude, 
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society 
- Treasurer, Management Club, 
WILKIN!XlN, PATRICIA M. - B.S. - 
Aeronautical Science. 
Vice-President - Management Club, 
Secretary/Treasurer - Senior Class, 
Who's Who Among Students in 
American Colleges & Universities, 
Co-Chairperson: March of Dimes 
National Fund Drive, Proctor, Aero- 
nautical Science Division, Honor Roll 
- Fall '78, Commercial/lnstrument/ 
CFI/ASEL/AMEL/ASES/BGI/AGI/IGI. 
WIMBROW, HENRY J. - B.S. - Aer- 
onautical Studies. 
Aircraft and Powerplant Lic 
Commercial Single Engine 
Commercial Glider, Dean's List. .* 
ZIKARAS, SARUNAS J. - B.S. - Aer- 
onautical Engineering. 
B.S. - Aircraft Engineering Technol- 
ogy - 1247. 
Sigma Phi Delta Professional Engi- 
neering Fraternity Brother, American 
Institute of Aeronautics & Astronau- 
tics, Private Pilot Certificate, Aircraft' 
and Powerplant Mechanic, Intramu- 
ral Football and Softball. 
ZOEC, WILLIAM j. - 8.S. - AeroF 
nautical Studes. 
CFIAI, and AGI, Member - Experi- 
mental Aircraft Associa tian, and 
Imrwnatimtal Aembatic Club Mm- 
6 A I L W A Y ,  ANORfW K. - B.S. - 
Aeronautical Science. 
Afea of Concmtmtion - Avb%i&n 
Management, Ce~t i f i ed  Flight 
I=&-. 

I would like to thank the few that helped put the Phoenix '79 
Yearbook together. These few are the ones who stayed aboard 
through the hard times, frustrations, missed deadlines, and blind 
guidance. Without Mike Simmons, Keith Gordon, Anna Marie 
Fadden, Chuck Henry, Glen Bergman, Mike Sturges and Scott 
Bowman, the Phoenix '79 would never have made it. A very special 
thanks to Jean Snyder, Avion-Phoenix Secretary for her help and 
guidance through those very hard times. Thanks to the SGA, Julie 
Rankin and Dave Wiepert for getting the Phoenix '79 back on its 
feet when we needed it. Finally a special thanks to Eric Gruber for 
his time and efforts in the production of the Phoenix '79 Yearbook. 
MICHAEL S. TOTH 
Phoenix Editor: Michael Toth 
Assistant Editor: Michael Simmons 
Underclassmen Editor: Anna Marie ~a&en 
Senior Class Editor: Mike Simmons 
Faculty Editor: Keith Gordon 
Photography Staff: Mike Sturges 
A4 i ke T0lil.3 
Scott Bowman 
Chuck Hqnjy 
I 
I 
I 
WHERE'S 
ALL 
THE 4 A r n W Y ?  
Now, we're either building a helicopter or the ferris wheel at Jack Hunt World! 
Yes, rnese ~reathing devices wtll nelp you get 
through the PFM food line -and they're only 
$29.95!!! 
This is the 12th hour of the Marathon Creek - One-Arm Sign Holding Contest - C o d  -Coin' 
Guys! 
When it comes to anything related to booze -there are volunteers. 
(What'd you do, quit, Sal?) 

I 3 A  YTONA uL"30" 
I CLOSE QUARTERS- TIGHT COMPETITION. 


A CLOSE-KNIT GROUP- AH* YES1 HOWWET IT fZ 1 
HERE'S TO MY HEALTH gJ * 
What a predicament - alone, and 
eating university food! 
CHOW DOWN!!! 
COMMUNITY THlNK TANK. 
iO MUCH TO DO. 
WE NEED FOOD 
AND DRINK 


SOCCER 
POOL '79' 
i 









